14 April 2011

Provost and Vice President Academic
Grant MacEwan University
Dr. Janet Paterson-Weir
Re: relationship with Dr. Higgins

My academic philosophy is to support and advocate for practices that serve the longterm best interests of students, faculty, MacEwan, and society. By providing students
with the best education and best possible learning environment, MacEwan graduates
enter and continue in the workforce. Their distinguished service to their employer
and to society builds MacEwan’s reputation and ensures the longevity of MacEwan.
I started at MacEwan in 2003 and have actively promoted this philosophy throughout my career,
being actively involved in Academic Council, Student Success committee, chemistry outreach
programs to grade schools and the public, the Faculty Association, and numerous other
committees and activities. I disseminated the products of this philosophy at regional, national,
and international conferences.
I assumed that MacEwan Administration would have a similar philosophy and would strive to
establish and maintain an environment that
• supports and promotes academic initiatives and innovations
• provides opportunities for scholarly activities
• respects the tenets of academic freedom
For the most part, I believe that MacEwan Administration has this philosophy. However, I am
struggling because my relationship with Dr. David Higgins has taken a very negative turn.
Prior to January 2009, I had little interaction with Dr. Higgins. That changed with Dr. Higgins
wanting to give me some ‘advice’ in January 2009. Since that time, my relationship with Dr.
Higgins has deteriorated, which is negatively affecting my performance at Grant MacEwan
University. I have tried to discuss the history — the events and documents that bring us to where
we are today — with Dr. Higgins, but he shuts down these discussions whenever I try to start
them, be this during private meetings with Dr. Higgins or at the Physical Sciences departmental
meeting called by Dr. Higgins on 17 December 2010. Dr. Higgins insists on focussing on each
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event in isolation. Surprisingly, a meeting on 18 January 2011 specifically explored the recent
‘issues’ and growing number of letters on my file — a small portion of the history. That meeting
itself resulted in another letter on my file. I am disappointed that Dr. Higgins can choose to
review history, but refuses to permit me the same opportunity.
A review and understanding of the history is critically important to understanding how and why
we find ourselves where we are today. This document is the start of that review. (This review is in
development.) This review begins with a timeline listing my activities and major contributions to
MacEwan (white points) and what MacEwan Administration perceives as ‘issues’ (black points).
Following the timeline, several issues are explored in detail.
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Select observations from the timeline
• My activities and contributions to MacEwan begin shortly after starting at MacEwan.
• Administrations’ perceived ‘issues’ start shortly after publishing, as part of my role as VP
Professional Affairs with the MacEwan Faculty Association, two articles expressing
concerns regarding MacEwan governance. These are items „ and … in the timeline,
published in December 2008 and February 2009. Contrasting this, Dr. Higgins has stated
that ‘
has been a problem since he started at MacEwan.’
• In January 2009, Dr. Higgins asks, “I’d like to meet with you tomorrow … to give you
some advice.” This ‘advice’ letter ends up on my personal file, with no indication thereof
on the letter itself.
• When Dr. Hilts began as Chair, he commented on several occasions that he was receiving
advice from the Deans office on how to manage faculty.
• When Dr. Hilts initiates communication on an issue, his correspondence is inflammatory,
which immediately puts me on the defensive.
• In only one issue have I seen the allegation. In all others, the complaint is ethereal,
morphing and adapting to negate my response. This draw into question the very existence
of legitimate allegations.
• The increase in administrative actions after Dr. Byrne’s retirement announcement suggests
a desire for expediency and for a conclusion prior to the new president assuming control.
• In March 2011, I discovered that MacEwan policy C5051 (Code of conduct for integrity in
research and scholarly activity) appears to apply directly to at least two issues that have
been ongoing since October 2010.
◦ IP issue: Dr. Higgins was the complainant, investigator, and arbiter. This issue is
complete.
◦ FOIP issue: Dr. Higgins was the investigator and arbiter. This issue is complete.
◦ Plagiarism issue: Brian Pearson purports that Dr. Higgins is conducting a ‘private
investigation’. This ‘private investigation’ has resulted in numerous oppressive
meetings, letters on my file, Dr. Higgins claiming to be the arbiter, an offer and
strong suggestions for me to resign, and innumerable statements threatening my
career. I perceive this to be a tad more than a ‘private inquiry’ and much more like an
inquisition. An inquisition with a very specific goal. Dr. Higgins initially gave me
three days to respond to the plagiarism allegation, strongly suggesting a lack of
interest in my response.
• C5051 was not applied in the IP issue, where it appears to be a textbook case. C5051 has
not been applied in the plagiarism issue, where it appears to be a textbook case. Brian
Pearson has argued that it is administrations decision if and when a policy is activated.
• The disregard of C5051 and D1200 (Code of conduct – employees) suggests a specific goal
at the expense of process.
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Academic Freedom at MacEwan, in theory
At MacEwan, the MacEwan Academic Freedom policy (C5054) defines the academic freedoms
of faculty. This includes the freedoms to engage in scholarly activity, to develop curricula and
instructional material, to question University procedures and policies, and to propose and to work
for changes without fear of censure, undue interference, harassment, or reprisal.
MacEwan Academic Freedom policy (C5054)
1.0 POLICY
Grant MacEwan University values, advances, and protects the principles of academic freedom;
this includes freedom of inquiry, discourse, teaching, research, and publication.
2.0 RATIONALE AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
2.1 Colleges and universities are unique institutions that promote and protect academic
freedom in order to fulfil their obligations to society. The obligations of Grant MacEwan
University faculty members to advance knowledge are inseparable from the examination,
questioning, and testing of accepted ideas and established opinion.
2.2 Academic Freedom is essential to the search for truth and for the advancement of
knowledge through fostering independent thinking and expression.
2.3 The free and open pursuit of knowledge by faculty members sometimes results in
differing opinions. Such differences are valued because the expression of unpopular
opinions and research advances the attainment of the whole truth. Prevailing opinion is
often not the whole truth.
…
3.3 In this Policy, Academic Freedom is defined as a set of principles, based on values and
ideals, which respect faculty members’ freedoms, coupled with equally high standards of
Academic Responsibility. Academic Freedom is the freedom of faculty members to
teach, to conduct research, to engage in scholarly activity, to disseminate and publish
results of that research, to produce and perform creative works, and to engage in service
to the institution and community without being subject to undue interference.
3.4 In this Policy, Academic Responsibility includes adherence to academic policies that are
created and advanced by members of the academic community as part of that
community’s process of academic self government.
Academic Freedom and Academic Responsibility includes the duty to respect the rights
of others, to exercise that freedom in a reasonable and responsible manner, and to respect
the academic objectives of the institution.
3.5 In this Policy, Academic Freedom and Academic Responsibility includes the following
areas: teaching, curriculum design and development, scholarly research and publication,
institutional governance, and professional and community activities.
3.5.1 Teaching
Academic Freedom includes the right to teach and propound academic and course
subjects without fear of censure. To that end faculty members have the right to select
course materials, content, methodology, and sequence of subjects.
Faculty members are to exercise this freedom responsibly within the frameworks of
course syllabi and course practices established by faculty members.
3.5.2 Curriculum Design and Development
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Faculty members, through a system of appointed or elected department, faculty/school,
and University committees, have the right to participate in decision-making with respect
to curriculum; new programs; new course offerings; modifications of existing courses;
and degree, diploma, or certificate requirements.
Teaching and curriculum development necessarily require significant coordination and
the imposition of a certain degree of structure, as well a need for collaboration and
agreement on such matters as general course content, syllabi, and examinations.
3.5.3 Research, Publication, and other Scholarly Activities
Faculty members are free in the selection of topics for research and in the publication of
results and conclusions of that research.
Faculty members have the responsibility to ensure that research and scholarly activity
meets high scientific and ethical standards, including honest and thoughtful inquiry and
rigorous analysis (see Policy C5051 – Code of Conduct for Integrity in Research and Scholarly Activity).
3.5.4 University Governance
Faculty members have the right to participate in University governance by providing
counsel and advice on matters of policy (including strategic planning), program and
student evaluation, and services to students.
Faculty members share a continuing responsibility for shaping the direction of their
respective departments, programs and faculties/schools, and for serving on Universitywide councils, committees, and offices. Since participation of faculty members in these
areas is vital to academic governance, the University shall reciprocate with ample
opportunities for faculty members’ participation within these councils, committees, and
offices.
Faculty members are entitled to question University procedures and policies, and to
propose and to work for changes without fear of censure and undue interference.
3.5.5 Professional and Community Activities
Faculty members, as citizens and members of learned professions, have a right to
personal and professional opinions, no matter how unpopular they may be, and to state
these publicly without censorship or fear of harassment or reprisal.
Their special position as faculty members, however, imposes on them special obligations
to their professions as well as to their institution. They must recognize that both their
profession and their institution might be judged by their public statements. Consequently,
they must avoid creating the impression that they speak for the institution or for their
profession, unless they are expressly delegated that responsibility. When exercising these
rights as citizens within the University, individuals must be cognizant of, and sensitive to,
the fact that other members of the University also enjoy these same rights and freedoms.
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A discussion paper is currently circulating amongst MacEwan administrators. This paper refers to
a 1997 report by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO). UNESCO expresses how academic freedom is critical to faculty and independent
scholarly activity.
Higher education teaching personnel are entitled to the maintaining of academic freedom,
that is to say, the right without constriction by prescribed doctrine, to freedom of teaching
and discussion, freedom in carrying out research and disseminating and publishing the
results thereof, freedom to express freely their opinion about the institution or system in
which they work, freedom from institutional censorship, and freedom to participate in
professional or representative academic bodies. All higher education teaching personnel
should have the right to fulfill their functions without discrimination of any kind and
without fear of repression by the state or any other source.
The discussion paper furthers this sentiment with an American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) document. The AAUP states that the relationship between professors and
their university is not a master/servant relationship. Professors have a duty to the wider public;
academic freedom provides an environment where professors can challenge the existing order,
including their own institutions, without fear of losing their jobs. The professor/institution
relationship is similar to that between judges and the governments who appoints them.
The MacEwan Mission, Vision, Mandate, and the AGC documents all reinforce the idea that
MacEwan is an innovative educational institution focused on student learning. An institution
where pedagogical scholarly activities are recognized and valued as integral to teaching
excellence.
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The

project

MacEwan has supported the
project since 2007. While Dr. Hilts recently
retracted his support, I was shocked when Dr. Higgins stated in January 2011, ‘It is news to me
that you felt the institution was supporting your development of the new textbook.’
Date: Wed, 19 Jan 2011 09:59
From:
To: David Higgins
Subject: MacEwan support of
Dr. Higgins
At the end of our meeting on 18 January 2011, you commented to the effect, 'It is
news to me that you felt the institution was supporting your development of the
new textbook.' I was surprised by your statement and would greatly appreciate a
clear statement from you regarding any past and/or present support of my textbook
by Grant MacEwan University.
Thank-you,

Date: Mon, 24 Jan 2011 12:08
From: David Higgins
To:
Subject: Re: MacEwan support of
Hello
I think that the phrase 'news to me' covers the case. Your textbook is your
undertaking, hence it is news to me that you would consider it to be an
institutional undertaking. It is not. No discussion about or request for support
has ever reached me or the associate dean - hence my surprise when you stated
that you considered '
to be supported by the institution.
David

I was shocked because MacEwan Administration — specifically the Dean and Associate Dean —
formally supported the development of
in 2007 and 2008 with course
releases!
Date: Tue, 20 Mar 2007, 16:40
From: Pat Sullivan
To:
Cc:
Subject: Research for Scholarly Activity
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I am pleased to inform you that you have been granted one course release for the
2007/08 academic year to conduct scholarly activity.
Please discuss this release with your chair so that he may consider this factor
when assigning your work load for next year.
Pat

Date: Wed, 07 May 2008, 17:39
From: David Higgins
To:
Subject: workload
Hello
This note is to let you know that the workloads for
adjusted for research by one course.

and Jonathan ought to be

Do let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
David

Additionally, Dr. Hilts also strongly supported the

project.

Date: Wed, 11 Feb 2009, 12:30
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: 10x text for 2009/10 academic year
Dear
You have asked for feedback re the adoption of your textbook, and here it is. It
is my opinion that any decision to change the general chemistry textbook should
be made by a committee composed of general chemistry lecturers, and that the
committee should be struck in early 2010, just before the end of the run for the
9th edition of General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications, by Petrucci
et al, which, of course, is the textbook presently being used by our department.
In the meantime, if you want more feedback, why don't you use your textbook for
any CHEM 101/102 sections that you will teaching during the 2009-2010 academic
year?
Cheers,
Rob

Date: Fri, 19 Jun 2009, 08:18
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Chemistry Textbook
The answer to your predicament is clear: try the modified version of your
textbook out on some CHEM 101 and 102 lecture sections.
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Cheers,
Rob

Date: Thu, 02 Jul 2009, 14:47
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Cc:
Subject: Use of

at MacEwan...

Dr. Hilts
To summarize our meeting on 23 June:
• the college will change my teaching schedule to be two sections of CHEM 101 in
fall 2009 and one section of CHEM 102 in winter 2010.
• the college will allow me to use
in the sections that I am
teaching.
•
is at the stage where third-party instructor feedback is
critical to development.
is collaborating with me on the
development of a solution's manual for
The college will
allow
and other interested instructors to use
in the lecture sections that they are teaching.
• Between CHEM 101 and CHEM 102, students may transition from a section using
to a section using General Chemistry. It is the sole student
responsibility that they have the correct text for their chemistry section.
• the college will endeavor to ensure that the same proportion of sections in
fall and winter terms use
Please advise if there are any errors or omissions in my summary.
Thank-you,

Date: Sat, 04 Jul 2009, 22:03
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Use of

at MacEwan...

Sounds right to me,
Cheers,
Rob

This was the last discussion I had with Administration regarding the development of
— a very positive footing for continued development. The 2009/10 academic year
proceeded smoothly: development continued, student feedback improved, and I hired students
during summer 2010 to develop sections of the text and develop the solutions manual.
1.5 years passed without any discussion regarding the development of
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The turn against
In October 2010, Dr. Hilts sent an inflammatory email demanding to know why I wasn’t using
the ‘approved’ textbook. Through subsequent correspondence, I discovered that this was based
on a supposed August 2009 hallway meeting between Dr. Hilts,
and myself. A
meeting that only Dr. Hilts remembers; there is no written confirmation whatsoever. In fact, there
is written and agreed to correspondence from July 2009 (supra) that refutes the supposed August
2009 meeting and expresses continued support for
My email of 20 October also discusses that Dr. Hilts was being ordered to take this action. At
several meetings I had with Dr. Hilts, he verbally indicated that the Dean’s office has assisted
with the drafting of his emails and that ‘the Dean is out to get me’.
Date: Tue, 12 Oct 2010, 17:27
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Use of
Lecture Courses

as the Primary Textbook for your CHEM 10X

Dear
It has come to my attention that you are using your work-in-progress "
and not the approved departmental textbook, "General Chemistry:
Principles and Applications" as the primary textbook for your two Fall 2010 CHEM
101 lecture sections. It would seem that I have to remind you that in August
2009, you and I reached the agreement that while it would be perfectly acceptable
for you to use "
as a supplementary workbook, it was not to
be used as the primary textbook for any of your first-year CHEM 10X lecture
sections. All faculty are expected to teach to the syllabus and to use the
approved chemistry area textbook for their lecture courses. Moreover, the
institution will not support the use of non-peer reviewed textbooks, such as your
own, as the primary resource for the university-level sciences courses taught at
MacEwan.
I would like you to please explain to me in writing why you made your book the
primary textbook for your lecture courses in breach of the agreement reached in
August 2009. I will be forwarding a summary of your response on to the Associate
Dean of Science.
Sincerely,
Robert Hilts

Date: Sat 16 Oct 2010, 23:17
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Subject: Re: Use of
Lecture Courses

as the Primary Textbook for your CHEM 10X

Dr. Hilts
I have looked through my records and cannot find any agreement we reached in
August 2009. Please provide me with a copy of this agreement so that I can
properly respond to your email.
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Thank-you,

Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010, 12:59
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Use of
Lecture Courses

as the Primary Textbook for your CHEM 10X

Hi
The agreement, which was verbal, was made in the presence of Dr.
Due to the passage of time, however,
cannot remember the details of the
agreement.
Thank you,
Robert Hilts

Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010, 14:18
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Use of your textbook at MacEwan
Dear
Despite the fact that you claim not to remember out verbal agreement, all faculty
are expected to teach to the syllabus and to use the approved chemistry area
textbook for their first-year lecture courses. Moreover, the institution will not
support the use of non-peer reviewed textbooks, such as your own, as the primary
resource for the university-level sciences courses taught at MacEwan.
Faculty members are to act within the frameworks of course syllabi and course
practices established by the faculty members in the department. As you are aware
first year chemistry courses have always used the same textbook in all sections.
Teaching requires significant coordination and the imposition of a certain degree
of structure, as well a need for agreement on such matters as general course
content, syllabi, and examinations. The department has procedures and a committee
to decide on introductory text books and the book you are using is not the
designated primary resource for the first-year courses.
Sincerely,
Robert Hilts

Date: Wed, 20 Oct 2010, 16:44
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Subject: Re: Use of
Lecture Courses
Dr. Hilts

as the Primary Textbook for your CHEM 10X
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Your email comes as quite a surprise. The impromptu premeeting last week was also
very surprising, but informative. You mentioned you are uncomfortable being
forced to ask me questions that -- and you emphasized this -- that did not
originate with you and that you personally had no problem with me using my text.
You stated that you are required to ask these questions because you are my direct
supervisor and are following the 'chain of command'. I whole-heartedly agree that
you are in an uncomfortable position and ask that you do what is morally right.
However, you did make inaccurate statements that must be corrected.
And I must correct your statements with similar veracity.
>It has come to my attention that you are using your work-in-progress "
and not the approved departmental textbook, "General Chemistry:
Principles and Applications" as the primary textbook for your two Fall 2010 CHEM
101 lecture sections. It would seem that I have to remind you that in August
2009, you and I reached the agreement that while it would be perfectly acceptable
for you to use "
as a supplementary workbook, it was not to
be used as the primary textbook for any of your first-year CHEM 10X lecture
sections.
I have no record of an August 2009 meeting
However, we did
meet on 23 June 2009 regarding the use of
at MacEwan. I
summarized the meeting via email and you responded with, "Sounds right to me,
Cheers, Rob" One of the points in the summary is "the college will allow me
to use
in the sections that I am teaching." (The entire
summary is attached.) At no time during the meeting was there any mention of a
'primary textbook' or 'supplementary workbook'.
If there was a meeting in August, I have no record of it and the 23 June meeting
contradicts the assertion you make above.
>All faculty are expected to teach to the syllabus and to use the approved
chemistry area textbook for their lecture courses.
MacEwan faculty are required to teach to a common Master Course Syllabus, but I
know of no such requirement to teach to a common course outline. As far as I
know, I am teaching to the Master Course Syllabus.
'Expected' doesn't mean 'required'.
This is the third year I have been using
and this is the
FIRST I have ever heard that "All faculty are expected to ... use the approved
chemistry area textbook for their lecture courses." This is definitely not the
case in English, where every instructor uses their preferred instructional
materials. It is not the case in Business accounting, where instructors endeavor
to use the same text, but they are not required to do so. In fact, the daytime
and evening instructors regularly use different text, based on personal
preference. (based on a conversation with Jerry Zdril)
Regarding teaching to the syllabus, it is my understanding that faculty can teach
the course material in any order they desire, provided they cover all the
material to the required depth by the end of the term. It is common practice that
everyone teaches the material in the same order because
* it is pedagogically sound
* students from different sections can assist each other
* the CRC staff know where students is at and can assist them
* some labs require certain material to be covered in lecture first
The instructional order used by MacEwan chemistry is by no means the only valid
order. Our instructional order is generally referred to as 'atoms first'. Another
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equally valid order is 'reactions first'. Petrucci is actually laid out in a
'reactions first' order.
I should mention that *I* am the one that proposed the change to the current
atoms first instructional model in 2004.
Looking at my course outline: my order of instruction follows very closely the
order of instruction used by other instructors. About the only difference is the
timing of 'Compositional analysis' and the order of 'gases' and 'chemical
reactions'. In CHEM 102, my order of instruction is the same as other
instructors, just with a different textbook.
Considering how MacEwan grants transfer credit:
another institution, MacEwan puts little weight
instruction, focusing primarily on the homology
Chemistry Educators) has generally agreed on 80

given a course outline from
on the textbook and order of
between courses. ACE (Alberta
% homology for transfer credit.

Please direct me to the policy that requires all faculty to use the same course
outline and the same approved chemistry area textbook for their lecture courses.
>Moreover, the institution will not support the use of non-peer reviewed
textbooks, such as your own, as the primary resource for the university-level
sciences courses taught at MacEwan.
Again, this is the FIRST I have ever heard this. I requested and received
permission to use
three years ago because I successfully
argued that student feedback is critical to developing a quality textbook. And
Indeed, student feedback has definitely improved
Please
realize that the development of a textbook is not a 'weekend project'. The
development cycle is one year in duration and it takes several iterations through
the cycle to hone a quality resource.
Secondly,
*is* peer reviewed. I have received substantial
feedback from Dr.
(MacEwan), Dr. Daniel Berger (Bluffton), and Mr.
Adam Gottlieb (Victoria). Adam included the attached observations in addition to
his thorough review of
>I would like you to please explain to me in writing why you made your book the
primary textbook for your lecture courses in breach of the agreement reached in
August 2009. I will be forwarding a summary of your response on to the Associate
Dean of Science.
You accuse me of 'breaching an agreement we reached in August 2009'. I'm sure you
appreciate the severity of your accusation. I have no record of an August 2009
meeting with you regarding this. I DO HAVE correspondence from a 23 June 2009
meeting where you agree with the summary statement, "the college will allow me to
use
in the sections that I am teaching."
Additionally, in Feb 2009, you state "In the meantime, if you want more feedback,
why don't you use your textbook for any CHEM 101/102 sections that you will
teaching during the 2009-2010 academic year?"
I ask that you retract your email and specifically the accusation that I have
breached an agreement or I will be forced to seek other avenues to clear my name.
Once this is done, we can discuss the underlying concern you allude to.
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Thank-you,

Correspondence with Dr. Higgins
Several emails exemplify my current relationship with Dr. Higgins.
This email summarizes a meeting where I explain the use of

at MacEwan.

Date: Tue, 09 Nov 2010, 15:18
From:
To: David Higgins
Subject: Summary of our meeting...
David
At yesterday's meeting, you stated that you had heard Dr. Hilts perspective and
were asking for my perspective on the use of an alternate general chemistry
textbook -- the textbook I am developing -- at MacEwan. Below is an overview of
the points I presented.
*OVERVIEW* I am developing a general chemistry textbook,
consists of 20 core chapters plus chapters on the
applications of chemistry in specialized fields: food science, environmental
science, forensic science, pharmaceutical science, chemical engineering, etc.
Most of the core chapters are nearing completion and I am working with
specialists in other disciplines to develop the applications chapters.
*PERMISSION* In 2007, I requested permission from
to use
with the CHEM 10x sections I taught. I argued that student feedback was
critical to developing a quality student resource.
agreed and
approved my request. It was recognized that development was a multi-year,
annually iterative, process. I am currently in the third year of getting student
feedback and expect to have sufficient student feedback in a year or two.
*COURSE OUTLINE* Dr. Hilts repeatedly states that departmental policy dictates
only one text be used for CHEM 10x. Simply, no such policy exists. Even if a
policy did exist, I received permission for a multi-year trial of
with MacEwan students.
*PEER REVIEW* Dr. Hilts argues that only peer reviewed texts can be used at
MacEwan. Again, no departmental or institutional policy dictates this. Indeed,
many MacEwan instructors use self-developed course-packs instead of commercial
textbooks. I doubt that many course-packs are peer reviewed. In chemistry, 'peer
review' of a textbook often amounts to paying someone a few hundred dollars to
read and provide feedback on a few chapters. Dr. Hilts states that
is not peer reviewed. I humbly disagree.
taught both CHEM
101 and CHEM 102 using
On regular occasions,
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documented these areas with the intent to revisit them once
was completed.
Students are currently involved in the development of
from
working on the Solutions Manual to preparing material for the textbook itself.
MacEwan is now a University and faculty have an opportunity to engage in
scholarly activity and to involve students in these scholarly activity projects.
I am eager give students the opportunity to engage in this scholarly activity,
with the goal of publishing the results and having students presenting at
chemical education and/or SOTL conferences.
Projects: innovative concept maps, temperature dependence of the van der Waals
coefficients, anomaly in ionic vs. atomic radius, consolidating the Lewis and
VSEPR bonding models, dimensionality of equilibrium expressions, textbook and
ancillary material development, collaboration with Alberta Education re high
school chemistry education, ...
The benefits to students, myself, MacEwan, and

are obvious.

*ACADEMIC FREEDOM* At my mention of academic freedom, you sharpened your tone and
stated, 'anyone attempting to imply that academic freedom has any place in this
discussion is introducing a red herring.' I humbly disagree. I draw your
attention to the following sections from C5054 (Academic Freedom).
Policy: Grant MacEwan University values, advances, and protects the principles of
academic freedom; this includes freedom of inquiry, discourse, teaching,
research, and publication.
3.5.1 Teaching
Academic Freedom includes the right to teach and propound academic and course
subjects without fear of censure. To that end faculty members have the right to
select course materials, content, methodology, and sequence of subjects.
3.5.1 and 3.5.2 also include the statements:
"Faculty members are to exercise this freedom responsibly within the frameworks
of course syllabi and course practices established by faculty members."
"Teaching and curriculum development necessarily require significant coordination
and the imposition of a certain degree of structure, as well a need for
collaboration and agreement on such matters as general course content, syllabi,
and examinations."
I am following the master course syllabus, just using a different, equivalent,
textbook. I explained this to Dr. Hilts in my email of 20 October 2010:
>Regarding teaching to the syllabus, it is my understanding that
>faculty can teach the course material in any order they desire,
>provided they cover all the material to the required depth by the end
>of the term. It is common practice that everyone teaches the material
>in the same order because
> * it is pedagogically sound
> * students from different sections can assist each other
> * the CRC staff know where students are at and can assist them
> * some labs require certain material to be covered in lecture first
>The instructional order used by MacEwan chemistry is by no means the
>only valid order. Our instructional order is generally referred to as
>'atoms first'. Another equally valid order is 'reactions first'.
>Petrucci is actually laid out in a 'reactions first' order.
>
>I should mention that *I* am the one that proposed the change to the
>current atoms first instructional model in 2004.
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>
>Looking at my course outline: my order of instruction follows very
>closely the order of instruction used by other instructors. About the
>only difference is the timing of 'Compositional analysis' and the
>order of 'gases' and 'chemical reactions'. In CHEM 102, my order of
>instruction is the same as other instructors, just with a different
>textbook.
3.5.2 calls for "collaboration and agreement on ... examinations." It is humorous
to note that *I*, on behalf of the chemistry instructors, inquired with the
Dean's office this past summer for a common final exam time so that we could move
towards consistency and collaboration on examinations. This request was flatly
rejected. (see attached)
*Academic Freedom is critically important to this issue.*
*COST* In my interest to educate the populous and to get feedback from abroad, I
have made the electronic version of
FREE for personal use.
The latest draft of
(field test III) can be downloaded from
www.ExploringChemistry.com. While in development, MacEwan students may use the
electronic edition for free. An in-class survey showed that many students still
wanted a print copy of the textbook, so I make available through the bookstore
print copies of the chapters specific to CHEM 101 and CHEM 102. Printing only the
necessary chapters saves on the student cost. Also at the request of students,
the printing was divided into a CHEM 101 version and a CHEM 102 version.
is sold on a cost-recovery basis -- about 50 $ per term (600
pages, color).
Petrucci sells for about 170 $. Furthermore, Dr. Hilts requires his students to
purchase his workbook, at a cost of 40 $ per term (150 pages, b/w). Students
taking both terms of CHEM 10x with Dr. Hilts pay over 250 $ for chemistry
textbook resources.
*COMMUNICATION* I had communicated my intention to only focus yesterday's meeting
on the communication between Dr. Hilts and myself. However, you did not express
interest in the 'history', only in the immediate interest regarding the textbook.
I submit that the history is critical to me being in your office yesterday. Dr.
Hilts continually refers to an August 2009 hallway meeting with Dr. Hilts,
and myself. Dr. Hilts is the only person who has any recollection of
this meeting and of the decisions made there. There is no record of this hallway
meeting or of any decisions made there. However, there is record of a meeting
that occurred on 23 June 2009. Dr. Hilts received and responded to an email
summarizing the decisions of the 23 June 2009, affirming they were correct. The
decisions of the 23 June 2009 meeting are in stark contrast to those proposed by
Dr. Hits to have come from the supposed August 2009 hallway meeting. I submit
that our meeting yesterday -- based on Dr. Hilts' recollection of a hallway
meeting no-one else remembers and which forms the foundation for his 12 October
2010 email, which I disagreed with, leading to Dr. Hilts turning this over to you
-- has a flawed foundation.
In his most recent correspondence, Dr. Hilts now states he was on sabbatical and
not at the 23 June 2009 meeting. This too is contradicted by his correspondence.
His sabbatical was in Edmonton and there are ways of determining if Dr. Hilts was
at MacEwan on 23 June 2009.
Interestingly, Dr. Hilts' email correspondence does not match his personal
communication. You received copies of his email correspondence. In person, Dr.
Hilts is almost apologetic that he is sending these emails. He comments that he
is between 'a rock and a hard place'. (This was alluded to in the preface to my
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20 October 2010 email.) He comments that he is being directed to take this action
and that he had significant administrator assistance drafting the 12 October 2010
email.
***********************
In closing, I assume you want to move forward from a foundation of truth and in a
manner that ensures MacEwan faculty have the unimpeded opportunity to engage in
instruction and scholarly activity.
Thank-you,

This following emails are self-explanatory: I voice my fears and concerns. Little did I know how
correct Dr. Hilts was with his comment, ‘the Dean is looking for reasons to get rid of you’,
apparently at any cost. From January onward, I had meeting after meeting with Dr. Higgins and
letter upon letter on my file. All building a case for dismissal.
Date: Wed, 08 Dec 2010, 12:42
From:
To: David Higgins
Cc: Sean Hillman, Brian Pearson,
Subject: ...
Dr. Hilts came to my office yesterday and informed me that 'the dean is looking
for reasons to get rid of you.' A few weeks ago, he stated that Physical Sciences
was receiving student feedback every course every term because of
making
this statement in front of others. His statements confirm a growing concern that
I have. As I look back on the past few years, I feel that small events are being
blown out of proportion for the benefit of a growing paper trail against
Dr.
Hilts constantly tells me he doesn't have any power as Chair and that he must
refer everything to the dean's office, meaning more meetings with the dean over
trivial issues and non-issues -- but more paper on
At least one accusations
was obviously fabricated, but the evidence that it was fabricated was ignored,
possibly will be used against me, and the paper volume grows....
Also yesterday, I discovered that a textbook policy committee had been struck,
met, and drafted textbook adoption criteria for selecting first year textbooks
within the Physical Sciences department. I am surprised because I was not aware
of or consulted by this committee. I learned that, at the first meeting, Dr.
Hilts told the committee that they had to meet because of
I am also
surprised that Dr. Hilts chaired this committee. As you are aware, Dr. Hilts has
written a solution's manual and two workbooks. Like myself, he also has a vested
interest in the criteria. Not surprisingly, the criteria for ancillary material,
such as his, have significantly fewer restrictions than for textbooks, such as
mine.
As I look back on my activities and what I have been advocating for, I note that
the vast majority of my advocacy has been for the long-term best interests of
students and of MacEwan, which are inextricably linked. Few, if any, are for
actions that would benefit only
While administration may not appreciate
these suggestions, it should be evident that I am not advocating for myself, but
for the longevity of MacEwan.
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More recently, I find myself explaining and defending myself and my scholarly
activity projects. I get the distinct impression that neither you nor Sullivan
consider the development of
and the associated projects as
scholarly activity. You have made it increasingly difficult to engage in this
scholarly activity. Is this because instructional material development, in your
mind, isn't scholarly activity or is this because it is
scholarly activity?
For the past few months, my thoughts regularly return to the 'meetings with the
dean', to circulating rumors, and to my career at MacEwan. I wonder how the dean
will blind-side me next, and how I will respond. The frequency of this is
growing, infecting my personal time, and affecting my ability to function. I am
spending more time defending myself and pondering my future than developing the
laboratory experiments needed in January, than engaging in scholarly activity,
than spending time with my family. Simply, my work environment, my work, my
scholarly activity, my personal life, and my health are suffering because of my
growing concern, now substantiated, that administration is out to get me.
My life is quite miserable, thank-you.

Date: Mon, 10 Jan 2011, 11:52
From:
To: Patrick Sullivan, David Higgins
Cc: Sean Hillman, Brian Pearson
Subject: Fall 2010 evaluations...
...
On a related note, Dr. Higgins routinely informs me of the services available to
MacEwan employees through the Employee Family Assistance Program (EFAP), and
after reading the above, may see an opportunity to do so again. If it isn't
apparent, let me inform you that the primary causes of frustration are Dr.
Higgins, Dr. Sullivan, and Dr. Hilts. And the primary issue is the routine
targeting of me and my scholarly activity projects. (I have documented five
unique events in the past few years. More on this issue in the future.) Your
regular reminding me of EFAP is more insulting than supportive. Thank-you.
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I ask for details as to the agenda about an upcoming meeting. Dr. Higgins response couldn’t be
further from the truth. At this meeting, Dr. Higgins blind-sides me with allegations of a FOIP
violation and plagiarism.
Date: Mon, 31 Jan 2011, 11:24
From:
To: David Higgins
Cc: Sean Hillman, Brian Pearson
Subject: Re: Meeting
Dr. Higgins
It is evident that I will be at a significant disadvantage not knowing what you
plan to bring up at tomorrows meeting. In fairness, I would appreciate this
information so that I can prepare for tomorrow's meeting. This will also expedite
the meeting and -- potentially -- negate the need for the meeting, depending on
what you plan to bring up.
Thank-you,

Date: Mon, 31 Jan 2011, 13:32
From: David Higgins
To:
Cc: Sean Hillman, Brian Pearson
Subject: Re: Meeting
Hello
I'm pleased to assure you that there is nothing to prepare. The point of the
meeting, simply, is to get your response to some student comments about an e-mail
which they have received.
Thank you,
David
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Dr. Robert Hilts, as Chair
Very soon after being appointed as Chair, Dr. Hilts adopted a totalitarian administrative style. Dr.
Hilts has a small circle of friends with whom he consults. The remainder of the department exists
out of the decision making loop, in ignorance of departmental decisions, and in fear of Dr. Hilts
and his friends. Departmental meetings occur two to three times per year and pretty much present
decisions made during the year.
Being reminded of his campaign promises…
Date: Mon, 30 Nov 2009, 12:20
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Cc: Pat Sullivan
Subject: Hostile Behaviour in Meetings

I am writing to you to inform you that during the Friday November 27 (10 AM-11
AM) meeting, which was called to give members of our department one last chance
to propose any minor changes to the designs of the new Physical Sciences
laboratories, I felt that you were carrying out ad hominem attacks upon me in
front of my colleagues, such as accusing me of being professionally negligent.
Your aggressive approach is counterproductive and not one that I am prepared to
countenance. In the future, I ask that you focus exclusively on the issues under
consideration and refrain from making any personal attacks upon me.
Sincerely,
Dr. Robert Hilts

Date: Mon, 30 Nov 2009, 14:07
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Cc: Patrick Sullivan
Subject: Re: Hostile Behaviour in Meetings
Dr. Hilts
During the meeting, I was reminding you of what you promised prior to your
appointment: regular departmental meetings, consultation with faculty regarding
departmental decisions, etc. You endeavored to label your inaction on these
issues as 'in the past' and that we must 'look forward', and you now accuse me of
ad hominem attacks for reminding you of what you promised.
I submit that a much stronger complaint can be brought to Pat by the Physical
Sciences faculty for your inaction as Chair.
I strongly recommend that you reconsider your accusation and fully withdraw it.
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Date: Mon, 30 Nov 2009, 15:59
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Hostile Behaviour in Meetings
I cannot withdraw a feeling. I had the definite sense that you were holding me
accountable for actions or lack thereof that occurred when I was on sabbatical,
while dressing me down in front of my colleagues. You have to learn,
that
you often come across as being quite aggressive in meetings.
Dr. Robert Hilts

Date: Mon, 30 Nov 2009, 16:10
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Subject: Re: Hostile Behaviour in Meetings
Rob
I remember bringing up the lack of departmental meetings and the lack of
consultation before making decisions that affect the department. I would greatly
appreciate being informed of what else I brought up? and what I brought up that
occurred while you were on sabbatical?
Thanks,

Dr. Hilts never responded to this email.
Exaggeration of a student’s letter and direction of the ‘serious allegations’ to Dr. Higgins. Note:
the timing of this is less than a week after the above ‘hostile behaviour’ allegation.
Date: Tue, 01 Dec 2009, 19:42
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Inappropriate Classroom Behaviour

Recently, a student in one of your lecture sections wrote to me to express his
grave concerns about not only the way you conduct yourself in the classroom, but
also the types of teaching methods you have employed during the Fall 2009 term.
It is incumbent upon me, in cases such as this one, to take the student's letter
of complaint seriously and ask the instructor to address the student's
allegations. Towards this end, I would like you to meet with you in person to
give you a more complete description of the contents of the letter and to provide
you with an opportunity to respond to the claims made in the letter. In the name
of due process, we need to proceed to the next step as soon as possible. I
recommend that we hold our meeting no later than 1 PM on Thursday December 3,
2009 (n.b. : unfortunately, I am only available between 3 PM and 4 PM on
Wednesday December 2, 2009). Please let me know what time works best for you.
Sincerely,
Dr. Robert Hilts
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Date: Wed, 02 Dec 02009, 00:04
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Subject: Re: Inappropriate Classroom Behaviour
Dr. Hilts
The title of your email suggests that you have made up your mind on this matter.
I would like to believe that you have not, but I have reason to question your
impartiality. Given your possible conflict of interest, I request you turn this
matter over to
who, as past Chair, has sufficient understanding to
deal with this matter and who will act in an impartial and professional manner. I
would like to receive a copy of the complaint (anonymized, of course) prior to my
meeting with
Regarding meeting times, you are no doubt aware that I am in class from 3 to 4 pm
on Wednesdays. Please let
and I arrange a mutually agreeable time to
meet.
At this time, I must inform you that no students have brought any concerns to my
attention regarding my classroom conduct or teaching methods this term. I am
surprised by the timing of a complaint that is received with only two
instructional days left, when that complaint purportedly addresses conduct during
the entire term.
Thank-you,

Date: Wed, 02 Dec 2009, 15:52
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Inappropriate Classroom Behaviour
Hi
I am the chair and thus I have to deal with this situation.
is not an
option. I am rather surprised to hear from you that you believe I have made up my
mind up on the basis of the subject title for the e-mail that I sent you. The
title merely indicates the category that the incident falls into. The body of my
previous letter, through such words as allegations and claims by the student,
clearly indicate that I am impartial. In any case, we need to discuss the letter
ASAP. WE need to meet for either tomorrow morning or on Friday morning. Please
let me know what time works best for you. Lastly, I have a copy of the student
complaint that you can pick up and scrutinize prior to our meeting.
Sincerely,
Dr. Robert Hilts
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I am given a partial copy of the ‘complaint’ and am advised that this is the most serious issue. I
discover that the word ‘complaint’ isn’t present.

Date: Mon, 07 Dec 2009, 21:37
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Subject: Re: Inappropriate Classroom Behaviour
Dr. Hilts
Firstly, I must express serious concerns that the procedures in the Harassment
Policy (D1125) were not followed for this complaint.
Secondly, I must express serious reservations that I am only responding to a
portion of the complaint. You informed me that the other portion of the complaint
is minor and will be dealt with in the future by the Dean. I submit that only the
complete complaint expresses the students state of mind and that it will benefit
the student, institution, and me to see and respond to the entire complaint at
one time.
Regarding the portion of the students letter that I have received. I observe that
the word 'complaint' is not in the letter at all. In fact, the student writing is
more like an expression of observations rather than the student taking serious
exception to my actions in the classroom. Despite this, you titled your email
'Inappropriate Classroom Behavior' and indicated that the student's letter
contained "grave concerns about not only the way you conduct yourself in the
classroom, but also the types of teaching methods you have employed.... It is
incumbent upon me, in cases such as this one, to take the student's letter of
complaint seriously...."
I have not received a response to my inquiry regarding which section this student
is in.
REGARDING the 'sexual references'. In one class, I have one male and two female
students who ask wild questions, tangentially related to chemistry. Their minds
are on reproduction. They ask questions; I answer them from a chemistry
perspective, say I don't know, or ask them to ask their biology or biochemistry
instructor. One tenet to engaging students is to apply the discipline to the
students in their daily lives. I encourage questions and try to give a few
minutes of every class for student questions. I have answered many questions on a
wide array of topics: politics, environmental, environmental policies, H1N1, etc.
One of the conversations was on dress, since there is no dress code, students
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were wondering what they could get away with. I don't remember the gist, but the
male eventually asked what would happen if he came to class naked. My response
was along the lines of 'not a good idea, security would be called, and you would
not be allowed back into the university'. At the beginning of the next class, one
of the female students stated, "Whew, ___ is wearing clothes." which drew
chuckles from the other students. That was the extent of the 'coming to class
naked' conversation. It did not occur "on numerous occasions" as stated by the
complainant.
REGARDING 'urinating in class'. The demonstration illustrates how the chemical in
diapers works and doesn't work. My fly was not down when I faced the class. In
fact, it was never down. Even if it was, the complainant could not see it anyway
-- I had a lab coat on. The water bottle was in the pocket of the lab coat and
forced the lab coat to hang straight down in front.
Edutainment is the act of learning through a medium that both educates and
entertains. The post-secondary classroom contains mature (17+) students. Nothing
that occurred in the classroom was inappropriate for this audience.
The complainant has exaggerated in their letter on at least two occasions: the
number of times that 'coming to class naked' was discussed and that I faced the
audience with my fly down. According to you, this is the most serious portion of
the students letter. Since this portion doesn't even contain the word 'complaint'
and is written more like an expression of observations, I must question the
seriousness and veracity of the entire 'complaint'.

Dr. Hilts provided my response to Dr. Higgins. Dr. Higgins dismisses my concern that I am
provided with only a portion of the ‘complaint’, dismisses my observation that the word
‘complaint’ isn’t present, dismisses my concerns that administration failed to follow the process
in policy, and dismisses my observation that the student’s complaint itself was exaggerated. Dr.
Higgins puts another letter on my file. The other portion of this ‘complaint’ letter was never
disclosed.
Development of the textbook adoption criteria
After the meeting with Dr. Higgins regarding the use of
at MacEwan, Dr.
Higgins mandated that a committee be struck to review textbook selection in chemistry. Dr. Hilts
hand-picked the committee members. Unbeknownst to everyone except the committee members,
this committee was struck, met, and drafted textbook selection criteria. The criteria were
distributed two days before a departmental meeting.
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withdrew their support for the guidelines because they did not accept the changes and the way
they were made. The Textbook Adoption Criteria were soundly rejected by the department.
At a departmental meeting called by Dr. Higgins for 17 December, Dr. Higgins was adamant that
we must develop criteria because of ongoing problems with
Again, what problems? I had the encouraging emails from and meetings with Dr. Hilts 1.5 years
earlier. The only negative being the October 2010 email. The October 2010 email was the first
indication of ‘problems’. I submit that the ‘problems’ with
are ethereal. By
Dr. Hilts and Dr. Higgins making the assertion, they instil doubt in people about
I have repeatedly requested both Dr. Hilts and Dr. Higgins to explicitly detail the
‘problems’, with no success. Even if there are problems, this is a developing text! Being informed
of them means they can be fixed.
I am disappointed to note that my additional point — that only the required textbook could be
used at MacEwan — appeared in a later draft of the criteria.
I have been advised that both Dr. Higgins and Dr. Hilts repeatedly emphasized that other
MacEwan departments have similar textbook adoption criteria. The committee repeatedly asked
for those criteria so that the Physical Sciences department criteria could be consistent with other
departments. Nothing was ever provided and it is unlikely that it exists.
To:
Subject: Re: Textbook adoption criteria...
wrote
> Did you obtain copies of the textbook adoption criteria from other
> departments that Rob and David have been alluding to?
Nope. But the committee suggested that any criteria developed be applied to all
disciplines in science. In short, I don't think that any such documents exist,

Both Dr. Hilts and I have an interest in these criteria. Dr. Hilts is an author with Pearson
Education. He is the co-author of the Solution’s Manual and author of two workbooks based on
the current text being used at MacEwan. This introduces an obvious conflict of interest when
developing criteria to select instructional material. Dr. Hilts has never declared this conflict of
interest. Dr. Higgins has ignored my suggestion that either both Dr. Hilts and I, or neither, sit on
this committee. Not surprisingly, the latest draft of the criteria is written so that my textbook is
not permitted at MacEwan, while Dr. Hilts’ workbooks are allowed without any review
whatsoever. Furthermore, the latest draft restricts potential authors to the traditional publishing
model with a traditional publisher, explicitly preventing textbooks developed via new and
emerging publishing models, such as the model used by
(The collaboration
with Pearson Education is discussed again, below.)
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I am by no means saying that the process I adopted was perfect. However, if the goal of the
Textbook Adoption Criteria is to smooth the process for authors, then shouldn’t I, with first-hand
experience, be involved in developing the criteria?
Assuming an ulterior motive to prevent
from being used at MacEwan, the
Textbook Adoption Criteria are critically important to Dr. Hilts and Dr. Higgins because of
C5054 (Academic Freedom). I suspect that Dr. Higgins realizes that C5054 gives me the freedom
to develop and use
for the reasons give in the summary email of 09
November 2010. However, section 3.4 gives my peers the ability to remove this freedom. If
faculty, through self-governance, decide on criteria that severely restricts/prohibits textbook
development, Dr. Higgins can argue that self-governance has prevailed. These criteria would
severely hinder textbook development within science, despite an institutional initiative to
promote pedagogically focused scholarly activity. (It might be relevant to note that the letter
circulated by the Associate Dean on 10 June 2010 paraphrases the AGC documents regarding
evidence of scholarly activities, but removes all references to textbook development and
minimizes pedagogically-focused scholarly activities.)
Informing the Dean of a minor issue
Dr. Hilts sent this email minutes after leaving the departmental meeting where the Textbook
Adoption Criteria were strongly rejected by the department: departmental members criticized the
criteria as a witch-hunt against
and several members of the Textbook Adoption Criteria
committee withdrew their support for the document after discovering that several sections had
been changed after their last meeting, changed at the request of the Dean according to Dr. Hilts.
Dr. Hilts bore all this criticism as the committee chair and by far the strongest proponent of the
criteria within the department.
Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010, 15:47
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Cc: David Higgins
Subject: Inappropriate Behaviour in 5-172

It has been brought to my attention that yesterday afternoon you repeatedly
slammed your office door as part of angry tantrum. This is unprofessional and
unacceptable behaviour. By way of this email I am also reporting this behaviour
to the dean.
Robert Hilts
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Informing the Bookstore that only one text can be used.
Date: Tue, 14 Dec 2010, 10:54
From:
To: Dr. Hilts
Subject: Use of
Dr. Hilts
It has come to my attention that you advised the MacEwan Bookstore that the
Petrucci custom text is required for all sections of CHEM 101, 102, CHME 103 and
105 for winter term. I presume this directive was made under the assumption that
the textbook selection criteria would obtain departmental approval. It didn't.
I ask that you correct the understanding of the MacEwan Bookstore by 1600 today.
Thank-you,

Date: Wed, 15 Dec 2010, 10:16
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Use of

When asked by the bookstore for the name of our CHEM 101/103/102/105 textbook, I
naturally replied General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications by
Petrucci et al.
Thank you.
Dr. Robert Hilts

Date: Wed, 15 Dec 2010, 10:42
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Cc: David Higgins
Subject: Re: Use of
Dr. Hilts
Lori Murray has advised me that you listed the Petrucci custom text as required
for all sections of CHEM 101, 102, CHME 103 and 105 for winter term. You further
advised Lori not to enter anything else as required text for any sections of
these courses. As I previously noted, the textbook selection criteria was soundly
rejected by the Physical Sciences department.
Please correct the understanding of the MacEwan Bookstore by 1200 today.
Thank-you,
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Dr. Shaune McFarlane is being interviewed today for the chemistry laboratory
instructor position. The public lecture component of his interview, which deals
with entropy, will be delivered in Room 5-141 between 3:30 PM and 4 PM today.
Please note that this presentation also includes a 15-min post-lecture question
and answer period. I encourage all chemists to attend, especially the
probationary lab instructors. Finally, if you have any questions concerning
entropy for which you have not yet received a satisfactory answer, please feel
free to ask Dr. McFarlane these questions and perhaps he can provide you with
some insights.
Cheers,
Rob

While I was working with a new departmental member, Dr. Hilts encouraged me to remind them
of their probationary status to ensure the work gets done. (I didn’t do this.)
In reviewing D1200 (Code of conduct – employees), I observe several breaches of section 4.5
(specifically 4.5.2.2, 4.5.2.3, 4.5.3.2, 4.5.4.1) in Dr. Hilts’ actions; many are detailed above.

Selective application of policies
Policies exist to establish a course of action, so that everyone is aware of the process, and often to
ensure independence and impartiality. For example and pertinent herein, policy C5051
establishes a procedure for investigating allegations of misconduct in research and scholarly
activity. However, in two instances involving me personally, only one person has been the
complainant, investigator, and arbiter: Dr. David Higgins, Dean of Arts and Science. This and
numerous other actions by Dr. Higgins violate the procedure established in C5051.
1. During summer 2010, I employed several students to assist with the development of
Because of the nature of their work, I entered into IP sharing
agreements with these students. In November 2010, Dr. Higgins requested a copy of these
agreements. In January 2011, Dr. Higgins informed me that the agreements were
unacceptable, that the IP rights still resided with the students, and that he would “proceed in
accordance with these principles.” Since these IP sharing agreements were made as part of
a scholarly activity project, this appears to be a textbook case for C5051. Since Dr. Higgins
evidently took exception to these agreements, why didn’t Dr. Higgins use the procedure in
C5051 to address this issue? Instead, he acted as complainant, investigator, and arbiter.
I have unofficially learned that one reason for demanding the IP agreements was to ensure
that MacEwan was not listed as a party. I am confused how MacEwan can, on one hand,
want nothing to do with the
project yet, on the other hand, demand
and control my interaction with students associated with the project.
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2. In January 2011, students not in my class contacted Dr. Higgins and expressed concern that
was plagiarizing from General Chemistry, by Petrucci (the textbook used
at MacEwan). The students provided no evidence to Dr. Higgins. Dr. Higgins admitted that he
did not investigate this allegation, rather that he wanted to hear from me directly. I stated
that I have occasionally used chemical concepts from Petrucci questions, but rewrite the
question for
Dr. Higgins required that I provide him with copies of
several questions from
and General Chemistry. In March, I discover
that Dr. Higgins provided my document to Pearson Education (the publisher of General
Chemistry) and asked them to assess it. Pearson Education identified 22 questions that were
‘identical’, ‘slightly re-worked’ and ‘similar’ to questions in
and
labeled them all ‘plagiarism’. (the rebuttal is below) Dr. Higgins initially wanted a response in
three days (indicating a lack of interest in the response), but this was extended to two weeks at the
strong request of the Faculty Association. Dr. Higgins has stated that he will determine if
plagiarism has occurred. Brian Pearson has stated that if plagiarism has occurred, MacEwan
will move to terminate my employment.
A review of the questions identified by Pearson Education found that none of the questions
were ‘identical’. Pearson Education’s definition of ‘slightly reworked’ and ‘similar’ is
questionable. After reviewing all 22 questions, I submit that only two of the 22 questions
might qualify as ‘slightly reworked’. A concurrent review of eight additional textbooks (of
the 30+ textbooks currently on the market) showed that the concepts and data in the questions
identified by Pearson Education are common in first year chemistry textbooks. The labels
‘slightly reworked’ and ‘similar’ could be applied to questions from many of the eight
textbooks. Simply, Pearson Education significantly exaggerated the number of questions
that might be plagiarized.
Dr. Higgins has a Ph.D. in history and has only involved a completing publisher in
determining if plagiarism occurred. The collaboration between Administration and Pearson
Education appears very similar to the Nancy Olivieri issue at the University of Toronto.
The UofT and Apotex conspired and acted to remove and discredit Dr. Olivieri because she
wanted to discontinue a drug trial after discovering serious side effects and wanting to
inform patients. Dr. Olivieri was vindicated in numerous independent investigations.
Section 4.5.1 of policy C5051 requires allegations of plagiarism to contain fully
documented evidence. The students never provided this and, given the review, it is unlikely
that students not in my class would identify two out of 500+ questions that were slightly
reworked. I question the basis for this plagiarism allegation. However, Dr. Higgins has
assumed the role of investigator and arbiter and is endeavouring to expedite the process at
the expense of process. This also appears to be a textbook case for C5051. Why aren’t Dr.
Higgins and Brian Pearson using the procedure in C5051 to address this issue?
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When shown C5051 on 30 March, Brian Pearson stated that policy C5051 would be activated if
and when appropriate. It wasn’t activated at all with the IP agreement issue — an apparent
textbook case — which is concluded. Regarding the plagiarism issue, Brian indicated that Dr.
Higgins is conducting a ‘private investigation’. However, this ‘private investigation’ has resulted
in numerous oppressive meetings, letters on my file, Dr. Higgins acting as investigator and
arbiter, an offer and strong suggestions for me to resign, and innumerable statements threatening
my career. These are not the actions of a ‘private inquiry’; these are the actions of an inquisition.
An inquisition with a very specific goal.
Pearson strongly argued that administration has the sole discretion if and when to activate
policies. All of the people I have consulted with disagree, some vehemently disagree. If C5051 is
activated at this late stage, it will be built on such a flawed foundation that I do not see how it can
proceed with any legitimacy.
Pearson was present at nearly all meetings. I assumed that Pearson was present to ensure process
was followed. However, on 30 March, Pearson surprised me by stating that he was David’s
representative at meetings. If he is representing David, who is representing MacEwan?
In reviewing D1200 (Code of conduct – employees), I observe breaches of sections 4.3 and 4.5
(specifically 4.5.1.1, 4.5.1.2, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4) in the above actions. And section 4.7.

Summary
Prior to January 2009, I had a positive working relationship at MacEwan. For the most part, I still
do. Administrations’ perceived ‘issues’ start shortly after publishing two articles expressing
concerns regarding MacEwan governance in December 2008 and February 2009. My
understanding of C5054 is that, while the articles may not be popular amongst administrators, I
am allowed to publish them without fear of censure, undue interference, harassment, or reprisal.
By Fall 2010, Dr. Higgins had an active campaign to remove
from MacEwan,
evidently at any cost. Dr. Hilts is an integral part of this campaign. Issues are exaggerated,
inappropriately escalated, and possibly fabricated to serve this goal. The frequency and severity
of issues dramatically increased after Dr. Paul Byrne announced his retirement. My responses are
dismissed. Policies are ignored. Dr. Higgins has taken on the role of complainant, investigator,
and arbiter in many issues.
As I review the history — the correspondence and documents surrounding the individual issues
— a broad picture of Dr. Higgins’ campaign to remove me from MacEwan emerges. Others who
have reviewed the history reach the same conclusion.
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I have detailed some of the ‘issues’ listed on the timeline. Please advise if you require additional
information on these issues or wish information on other issues. As I delve into the
correspondence, documents, and MacEwan policies, more issues may be uncovered and the
information presented in this document will grow.
As you can imagine, there is growing stress with the mounting allegations. My stress was first
voiced on 08 December 2010 (supra). I had planned to enter the winter term and not ripple the
surface. However, the issues and allegations escalated around me. At the insistence of others, I
started documenting the effects of the stress on my professional and personal life in February
2011. That stress and anxiety was multiplied many times over with the discovery of C5051 and
the realization that Dr. Higgins had abandoned process with the goal of removing me from
MacEwan. Reading D1200 further compounded my anxiety. Quite honestly, I completed the last
few weeks of the Winter 2011 term because of my commitment to students. I am aware that I was
teaching well below my normal standard; my mind constantly shifting to these ongoing issues.
I have not addressed the individual letters on my file. There are numerous letters because every
meeting with the Dean, even update meetings, results in another letter on my file. The latest
letter, dated 01 April 2011 and cc’d to you, discusses ‘long suspensions’ and threatens
termination. In this letter, Dr. Higgins fails to address two points I raised (these are two points I
remember raising; there may be more):
• student email addresses are available to all chemistry faculty on Blackboard. The use of the
IYC list was simply convenient. Would this still be a FOIP violation if I had used the
Blackboard list to email students?
• if I had emailed students regarding a third party resource (an electronic textbook available on the
internet, for example), would this still be a FOIP violation?
An impartial arbiter would record and consider all the information presented. Dr. Higgins did not
do this. I submit Dr. Higgins ignored these points because they would weaken his position and
are contrary to his goal.
Dr. Higgins knew full well that I was submitting a response document to the plagiarism
allegation. With Dr. Higgins as the arbiter (and initially only giving me three days to respond), it is very
likely that he had already concluded that I am guilty of plagiarized. Dr. Higgins likely believes
that termination is a done deal. Based on these actions and statements, it is evident that the goal is
of absolute importance; process is not important.
As you review the letters on my file, you may note that Dr. Higgins regularly labels me as
‘uncooperative’ on certain issues. There is a strong correlation between me being uncooperative
and Dr. Higgins and I not agreeing. It is evident that, in order to be ‘co-operative’, I must
acquiesce to his perspective. Independent opinions are apparently not tolerated, at least from me.
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Dr. Shahidul Islam (Faculty Association VP Faculty Welfare) noted this as well, commenting that
he and Dr. Higgins can have very heated conversations and can ultimately agree to disagree. At
meetings between Dr. Higgins and myself, Dr. Islam noted that Dr. Higgins refuses to accept that
I can have a different opinion and that Dr. Higgins aggressively demands that I accept his
position. If I do not, I am labelled ‘uncooperative’.
I close by noting that I have been an active proponent of MacEwan both internally and externally.
In fact, I still am, as illustrated by my organization of the International Year of Chemistry,
IYC2011, poster session for all CHEM 102 students and arranging to have the top posters
displayed at MacEwan, the Telus World of Science, and in other public venues in the Greater
Edmonton Area. The recent issues between Dr. Higgins, Dr. Hilts, and myself need to be
addressed, but this should not detract from a continued productive relationship between
MacEwan and myself.
Thank-you for taking the time to read about the history that brings us to where we are today.

cc

MacEwan Faculty Association

Attachments:

possible options
policy C5051 (Code of conduct for integrity in research and scholarly activity)
policy D1200 (Code of conduct – employees)

My academic philosophy is to support and advocate for practices that serve the longterm best interests of students, faculty, MacEwan, and society. By providing students
with the best education and best possible learning environment, MacEwan graduates
enter and continue in the workforce. Their distinguished service to their employer
and to society builds MacEwan’s reputation and ensures the longevity of MacEwan.

